Salary Research
What are your salary expectations? Whether you are conducting a job search, looking to move up with your
current employer, or just curious, here are some great resources that can help you understand your value!

Candid Career
A search in our online platform “Candid Career” has a variety of videos on this topic.

Glassdoor

Glassdoor gives you a glimpse into a company’s culture through employee reviews, insight into offered benefits,
and CEO ratings, among other features. Most importantly, however, it provides salary data.

Indeed
Indeed might be better known for its job board, but it’s also an excellent tool for salary research. It allows you to
research companies, providing you employee reviews, salary satisfaction ratings, and insight on offered benefits.

LinkedIn
If you are searching for a new job, chances are you already have a LinkedIn account. It’s one of the best professional
networking tools currently available. But did you know you can also get salary insight through LinkedIn Salary?

NACE Salary Survey
The Winter 2022 Salary Survey report contains annual salary projections for Class of 2022 college graduates. The
figures reported are for base salaries only and do not include bonuses, commissions, fringe benefits, or overtime
rates. The report provides the detailed salary projections by academic major, job position, and degree level, along
with breakouts by both industry and geographic region.

Payscale
Payscale was specifically designed to provide salary data. It offers salary reports for over 100,000 job titles, as
well as general salary trends.

Salary Expert
With data updated daily, this site offers not only free salary reports but cost of living analysis and career salary
potential. You can also search for jobs by salary, if you’re thinking about switching fields.

Salary.com

Salary.com is a tool specifically designed for researching fair salaries. Like the websites above, it will provide you
information for any position you are considering. However, it’s also built for easy comparison between job titles
and roles. If you’re considering very different jobs, this is a good tool to have at your disposal.

SalaryList
Real Jobs Salary

Salary List

All the data comes from official reporting by companies or the United States Department of Labor, so you know
you’re getting accurate information. The site provides salary data records for existing jobs by title, company, and state.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

One of the largest and most comprehensive sources of free salary information. The BLS has salary survey data
for many different positions in various industries as well as for specific geographic locations.
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